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1-1. Why linear dispersion relations

Richness waves & instabilities in astrophysical, space, laser, and laboratory 
plasmas.

Linear physics is a starting point.

The frontier is nonuniform & nonlinear, but still many difficult/important 
/interesting issues in linear problems!

[From wiki]

Features:
• multi-species
• multi-scale
• kinetic
• beam
• anisotropic
• magnetized 
• even relativistic
• nonuniform

1. Introduction In: parameters (n, T, ...)
Out: all waves & instabilities in the system
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1-2. Why this work (new solver)?

Conventional root finding (e.g., Newton's iteration): 

1. Depends on initial guess, cannot show a completed picture, i.e., may missing 
important solutions.

2. Costly.

3. Singular -> unconvergent.

high order cyclon-frequency (e.g., 
omega >~ 10*Omega_c) not well.

Fig: WHAMP result

Hope: new tool & new physics
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1-3. Previous multi-fluid solver (PDRF*)

*PDRF: A general dispersion relation solver for magnetized multi-fluid plasma, Computer Physics Communications, 2014, 
185, 670 - 675.

Fluid D.R. have been solved generally using 
full-matrix method previously.

can obtain all accurate 
solutions in the system & not 
need derive D.R. under lots 
approx. any more.
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2-1. J-pole (Pade) Approx. of Z function*

* 1. Generalized Z function for almost arbitrary distribution functions is solved in [PoP, 2013, 20, 
092125]
 2. Scheme to calculate arbitrary J  numerical coefficients also developed.

2. Full-Matrix Approach

accurate in 3e-6 
real axis

J=8

Key step 1: J-pole for Z
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2-2. Electrostatic 1D

•No singularity in (4).

•Standard matrix eigenvalue problem. Can be solved with no difficulty.

•Support multi-component easily and naturally.

Key step 2: seek the equivalent linear 
transformation & matrix, i.e., Eq(4)
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1. Landau damping modes are accurately solved

2. Electron bump-on-tail (s=e,b), both 
give (k=0.2): omega=0.9785+0.2000i

These give us confidence 
of the approach.
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2-3. Harris dispersion relation (ES3D magnetized)

1. Infinite order summation of Bessel functions

2. Transformation to equivalent linear system & matrix still straightforward. No difficulty.

N=10 is enough for 
lower order Bernstein 
mode.
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2-4. EM3D drift bi-Maxwellian

Maxwell equation doesn't need change. For simplicity, we just need 
to seek an equivalent relation of J(E).

1. The D.R.
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2. The transformation

1. Thus, simple and matrix be sparse!

2. If d_33 ≠0, transformation will  complicated, 
whereas a_xyz ≠ 0 still straghtforward.

3. If matrix not sparse: memory O(NN^2), CPU 
time O(NN^3). Single PC support NN~6000 in 
minutes with ~1G memory. NN can be 10^5 for 
sparse matrix.

SNJ=3*[S*(2*N+1)*J+1];
NN=SNJ+6; S=2, N=50, J=8 => NN~6000

E still electric field. The eigenvectors represent 
the polarizations as in fluid.
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3-1. Benchmarks

1. PDRK (dot) vs. PDRF (solid line), cold (Te = Ti = 0.01), parallel propagation

no cyclotron damping in fluid

3. PDRK: Benchmarks & Applications
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2. PDRK (dot) vs. PDRF (solid line), warm (Te = Ti = 100), perpendicular propagation

no Bernstein modes in fluid
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3. Parallel propagation kinetic modes

parallel propagation kinetic dispersion relation, is relatively simple to be solved, 
J_n=0

Agree well, but many (heavily damped) artificial solutions in PDRK
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4. Landau damping of lower hybrid wave

exact EM-LHW is not easy to be solved in convetional solvers
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5. Firehose and mirror modes anisotropic
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6. Whistler beam mode

most unstable mode is parallel propagation mode

beam
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3-2. Applications
1. New ion cyclotron mode T=1, w -> w_ci

T=100, totally different!
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2. New anomalous Doppler shift

non-relativistic, i.e., vts, vd < 0.01c << c

EM not Galilean 
invariant!!

Similar results are found by GeFi (Wei KONG) and pic-em1d3v simulations 
and analytical result.

ES3D is Galileanasymmetry of  electron and ion beams 
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1. A general, fast, and effective approach is developed to numerically solve 
kinetic plasma dispersion relations, which has avioded singularity & time-
costly difficulties, especially, all important solutions can be obtained (won't  
miss solutions).

2. Can identify validity of simplied models, e.g., Darwin, gyro-kinetic, fluid.

3. Wide applications & new modes could be found.

4. Other distributions, new J-pole straightforward.

5. Need remove extraneous solutions.

6. Need relativistic version.

7. Next step: nonuniform global eigenvalue (Tokamak)

4. Summary and Comments


